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Abstract
The rapid growth of video on the internet has made searching for video content using
natural language queries a significant challenge. Human generated queries for video datasets
‘in the wild’ vary a lot in terms of degree of specificity, with some queries describing ‘specific
details’ such as the names of famous identities, content from speech, or text available on the
screen. Our goal is to condense the multi-modal, extremely high dimensional information from
videos into a single, compact video representation for the task of video retrieval using free-form
text queries, where the degree of specificity is open-ended.
For this we exploit existing knowledge in the form of pre-trained semantic embeddings
which include ‘general’ features such asmotion, appearance, and scene features from visual con-
tent, andmore ‘specific’ cues fromASR andOCRwhichmay not always be available, but allow
for more fine-grained disambiguation when present. We propose a collaborative expertsmodel
to aggregate information effectively from these different pre-trained experts. The effectiveness
of our approach is demonstrated empirically, setting new state-of-the-art performances on five
retrieval benchmarks: MSR-VTT, LSMDC, MSVD, DiDeMo, and ActivityNet, while simul-
taneously reducing the number of parameters used by prior work. Code and data can be found
at www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/research/collaborative-experts/.
1 Introduction
Videos capture the world in two important ways beyond a simple image: first, video contains
temporal information – semantic concepts, actions and interactions evolve over time; Second, video
may also contain information from multiple modalities, such as an accompanying audio track.
This make videos both richer and more informative, but also more challenging to represent. Our
goal in this paper is to embed the information from multiple modalities and multiple time steps
of a video segment into a compact fixed-length representation. Such a compact representation can
then be used for a number of video understanding tasks, such as video retrieval, clustering and
summarisation. In particular, we focus on retrieval; our objective is to be able to retrieve video
clips using a free form text query that may contain both general and specific information.
c© 2019. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: (Left): Unconstrained videos ‘in the wild’ convey information in various different
ways, including (clockwise from top-left), clues from distinctive speech, names of individuals
on screen, other text clues embedded in the video and audio. (Right): For the five video datasets
considered in this work, the chart portrays the video-level availability of “expert” embeddings
from different domains: certain generic embeddings can almost always be extracted via pretrained
object/action/scene classification networks while other features such sounds, faces, speech and
OCR are less consistently available. However, as we show in Sec. 4.3, these rarer features are
often highly discriminative.
Learning a robust and compact representation tabula rasa for this task is made extremely
challenging by the high dimensionality of the sensory data contained in videos—to do so with
discriminative training would require prohibitively expensive textual annotation of a vast number
of videos. The primary hypothesis underpinning our approach is the following: the discriminative
content of the multi-modal video embedding can be well approximated by the set of semantic rep-
resentations of the video data learnt by individual experts (in audio, speech, faces, etc). In essence,
this approximation enables us to exploit knowledge from existing individual sources where the cost
of annotation is significantly reduced (e.g. classification labels for objects in images, identity labels
for speech, labels for actions in videos etc.) and where consequently, there exist very large-scale
labelled datasets. These large-scale datasets can then be used to train a number of independent
“experts” for different perception tasks, which in turn provide a robust, low-dimensional basis for
the discriminative query-content approximation described above.
The two key aspects of this idea that we explore in this paper are: (i) General and specific
features: rather than solely using generic video descriptors (e.g. objects and actions) we also encode
quite specific information from the clip, for example text from overlaid captions and text from
speech to provide effective coverage of the “queryable content” of the video (Fig. 1, left). While
such features may be highly discriminative, they may not always be available (Fig. 1, right) and
as we show through experiments (Sec. 4.3), making good use of these cues requires an appropriate
model—one that is tolerant to varying levels of noise and conflicts between modalities. We
therefore also propose (ii) Collaborative experts: a framework that seeks to make effective use of
embeddings from different ‘experts’ (e.g. objects, actions, faces) by learning their combination
in order to render them more discriminative. Each expert is filtered via a simple dynamic attention
mechanism that considers its relation to all other experts to enable their collaboration. This pairwise
approach enables, for instance, the sound of a dog barking to inform the modulation of the RGB
features, selecting the features that have encoded the concept of the dog. As we demonstrate in
the sequel, both these ideas make a substantial difference to the retrieval performance.
Concretely, we make the following three contributions: (i) We propose the Collaborative
Experts framework for learning a joint embedding of video and text by combining a collection of
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pretrained embeddings into a single, compact video representation. Our joint video embeddings are
independent of the retrieval text-query and can be pre-computed offline and indexed for efficient
retrieval; (ii) We use both general video features such as motion, RGB and audio features, and
specific video features such as text embedded on screen and speech obtained using OCR and
ASR respectively. We show that specific features are highly discriminative but often missing, and
our collaborative experts model can deal with this gracefully. (iii) We verify the performance of
the resulting representation on a number of retrieval benchmarks, in several cases advancing the
state-of-the-art by a considerable margin.
2 RelatedWork
Cross-Modal Embeddings:A range of prior work has proposed to jointly embed images and text
into the same space [17, 18, 19, 28, 38], enabling cross-modal retrieval. More recently, several
works have also focused on audio-visual cross-modal embeddings [2, 37], as well as audio-text
embeddings [7]. Our goal in this work, however, is to embed videos and natural language sentences
(sometimes multiple sentences) into the same semantic space, which is made more challenging
by the high dimensional content of videos.
Video-Text Embeddings:While a large number of works [12, 39, 40, 49, 53] have focused on
learning visual semantic embeddings for video and language, many of these existing approaches
are based on image-text embedding methods by design and typically focus on single visual frames.
Mithun el al. [36] observe that a simple adaptation of a state-of-the-art image-text embedding
method [17] by mean-pooling features from video frames provides a better result than many prior
video-text retrieval approaches [12, 39]. However, such methods do not take advantage of the rich
and varied additional information present in videos, including motion dynamics, speech and other
background sounds, which may influence the concepts in human captions to a considerable extent.
Consequently, there has been a growing interest in fusing information from other modalities—
[34, 36] utilise the audio stream (but do not exploit speech content) and use models pretrained for
action recognition to extract motion features. These methods do not make use of speech-to-text
or OCR for additional cues, which have nevertheless been used successfully to understand videos
in other domains, particularly lecture retrieval [43, 54] (where the videos consist of slide shows)
and news broadcast [21] retrieval, where a large fraction of the content is displayed on screen in
the form of text. Our approach draws particular inspiration from the powerful joint embedding
proposed by [34] (which in turn, builds on the classical Mixtures-of-Experts model [26]) and seeks
to extend it to take advantage of additional cues (such as speech and text) and make more effective
use of pretrained features via the robust collaborative gating mechanism described in Sec. 3.
Annotation scarcity: A key challenge for video-retrieval is the small size of existing training
datasets, due to the high cost of annotating videos with natural language. We therefore propose
to use the knowledge from existing embeddings pretrained on a wide variety of other tasks. This
idea is not new: semantic projections of visual inputs in the form of ‘experts’ was used by [15]
for the task of image retrieval and has also been central to modern video retrieval methods such as
[34, 36]. More recently, alternative approaches to addressing the issue of annotation scarcity have
been explored, which include self-supervised [48] and weakly-supervised [58] video-text models.
3 Collaborative Experts
Given a set of videos with corresponding text captions, we would like to create a pair of functions
φv and φt that map sensory video data and text into a joint embedding space that respects this
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Figure 2: (Left): The proposed Collaborative Experts framework for learning a joint video-text
embedding (coloured boxes denote learnable parameters). The information provided by each
pretrained “expert” is temporally aggregated as it enters the video encoder and then refined through
the use of a collaborative gating mechanism (right) to obtain the video-embedding (for visual clarity,
we show the interaction of just a single expert with three others, though in practice all experts
are used—see Sec. 3.1 for details). Note that to maintain retrieval efficiency, collaboration occurs
only between video experts (the text-query and video embeddings are computed independently).
correspondence—embeddings for paired text and video should lie close together, while embed-
dings for text and video that do not match should lie far apart. We would also like φv and φt to
be independent of each other to enable efficient retrieval: the process of querying then reduces to a
distance comparison between the embedding of the query and the embeddings of the collection to
be searched (which can be pre-computed offline). The proposed Collaborative Experts framework
for learning these functions is illustrated in Fig. 2. In this work, we pay particular attention to the
design of the video encoder φv and the process of combining information from different video
modalities (Sec. 3.1). To complete the framework, we then discuss how the query text is encoded
and the ranking loss used to learn the joint embedding space (Sec. 3.2).
3.1 Video Encoder
To construct the video encoder φv, we draw on a collection of pretrained, single-modality ex-
perts. These operate on the video sensory data v and project it to a collection of n variable-length
task-specific embeddings {Ψ(1)var(v), ... ,Ψ(n)var(v)}. Here Ψ(i)var represents the ith expert (we use
the “var” subscript to denote a variable length output when applied to a sequence of frames)
whose parameters have been learned on a prior task such as object classification and then frozen.
Each element of this collection is then aggregated along its temporal dimension to produce
fixed-size, task-specific embeddings per video {Ψ(1)(v),...,Ψ(n)(v)}. Any temporal aggregation
function may be used here—in this work, we use simple average pooling to aggregate “slow”
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visual features such as objects and scenes, and NetVLAD [3] to aggregate more dynamic au-
dio and word features (see Sec. 4.1 for further details). Next, to enable their combination, we
apply linear projections to transform these task-specific embeddings to a common dimensional-
ity. Our goal when fusing the resulting representations together into a single condensed video
representation is to capture the valuable complementary information between task-specific pro-
jections while simultaneously filtering out irrelevant noise and resolving individual expert conflicts
on a per-sample basis. To do so, this we propose a collaborative gating module, described
next.
Collaborative Gating: The collaborative gating module comprises two operations: (1) Prediction
of attention vectors for every expert projection T ={T (1)(v),...,T (n)(v)}; and (2) modulation of
expert responses. Inspired by the relational reasoning module proposed by [45] for visual question
answering, we define the attention vector of the ith expert projection Ti as follows:
T (i)(v)=hφ(∑
j6=i
gθ(Ψ(i)(v),Ψ( j)(v))), (1)
where functions hφ and gθ are used to model the pairwise relationship between projectionΨ(i) and
projectionΨ( j). Of these, gθ is used to infer pairwise task relationships, while hφ maps the sum
of all pairwise relationships into a single attention vector. In this work, we instantiate both hφ and
gθ as multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs). Note that the functional form of Equation (1) dictates that
the attention vector of any expert projection should consider the potential relationships between all
pairs associated with this expert. That is to say, the quality of each expertΨ( j) should contribute in
determining and selecting the information content fromΨ(i) in the final decision. It is also worth
noting that the collaborative gating module uses the same functions gθ and hφ (shared weights) to
compute all pairwise relationships. This mode of operation encourages greater generalisation, since
gθ and hφ are encouraged not to over-fit to features of any particular pair of tasks. After the attention
vectors T={T (1)(v),...,T (n)(v)} have been computed, each expert projection is modulated follows:
Ψ(i)(v)=Ψ(i)(v)◦σ(T (i)(v)), (2)
where σ is an element-wise sigmoid activation and ◦ is the element-wise multiplication
(Hadamard product). This gating function re-calibrates the strength of different activations of
Ψ(i)(v) and selects which information is highlighted or suppressed, providing the model with a
powerful mechanism for dynamically filtering content from different experts. A diagram of the
mechanism is shown in Fig. 2 (right).
The final video embedding is then obtained by passing the modulated responses of each expert
through a Gated Embedding Module [34] before concatenating the outputs together into a single
fixed-length vector and L2-normalising the result.
3.2 Text Query Encoder and Training Loss
To construct the text embeddings, query sentences are first mapped to a sequence of feature vectors
with pretrained contextual word-level embeddings (see Sec. 4.1 for details)—as with the video
experts, the parameters of this first stage are frozen. These are then aggregated, again using
NetVLAD [3] (we also experimented with GRUs [9] for text aggregation, and found performance
to be similar). Following aggregation, we follow the text encoding architecture proposed by
[34], which projects the aggregated features to separate subspaces for each expert using Gated
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Embedding Modules [33]. Each projection is then scaled by a mixture weight (one scalar weight
per expert projection), which is computed by applying a single linear layer to the aggregated
text-features, and passing the result through a softmax to ensure that the mixture weights sum to
one (see [34] for further details). Finally, the scaled outputs are concatenated, producing a vector
of dimensionality that matches that of the video embedding (and is likewise L2-normalised).
With the video encoder φv and text encoder φt as described, the similarity s ji of the i
th video, vi,
and the and jth caption, t j, can then be directly computed as the cosine of the angle between their
respective embeddings φv(vi)Tφt(t j). During optimisation, the parameters of the video encoder
(including the collaborative gating module) and text query encoder (the coloured regions of Fig. 2)
are learned jointly. Training proceeds by sampling a sequence of minibatches of corresponding
video-text pairs {vi,ti}NBi=1 and minimising a Bidirectional Max-margin Ranking Loss [47]:
Lr= 1NB
NB
∑
i=1, j 6=i
max(0,m+s ji−sii)+max(0,m+sij−sii) (3)
where NB is the batch size, and m is a fixed constant which is set as a hyperparameter. When
assessing retrieval performance, at test time the embedding distances are simply computed via their
inner product, as described above.
3.2.1 Missing Experts
When a set of expert features are missing, such as when there is no speech in the audio track, we
simply zero-pad the missing experts when estimating the similarity score. To compensate for the im-
plicit scaling introduced by missing experts (the similarity is effectively computed between shorter
embeddings), we follow the elegant approach proposed by [34] and simply remove the mixture
weights for missing experts, then renormalise the remaining weights such that they sum to one.
4 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate our model on five benchmarks for video retrieval tasks. The description
of datasets, implementation details and evaluation metric are provided in Sec. 4.1. A comprehensive
comparison on general video retrieval benchmarks is reported in Sec. 4.2. We present an ablation
study in Sec. 4.3 to explore how the performance of the proposed method is affected by different
model configurations, including the aggregation methods, importance of different experts and
number of captions in training.
4.1 Datasets, Implementation Details andMetrics
Datasets: We perform experiments on five video datasets: MSR-VTT [52], LSMDC [44],
MSVD [8], DiDeMo [1] and ActivityNet-captions [30], covering a challenging set of domains
which include videos from YouTube, personal collections and movies.
Expert Features: In order to capture the rich content of a video, we draw on existing powerful
representations for a number of different semantic tasks. These are first extracted at a frame-level,
then aggregated to produce a single feature vector per modality per video. RGB “object” frame-
level embeddings of the visual data are generated with an SENet-154 model [24] (pretrained on
ImageNet for the task of image classification).Motion embeddings are generated using the I3D
inception model [6]. Face embeddings are extracted in two stages: (1) Each frame is passed through
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an SSD face detector [4, 31] to extract bounding boxes; (2) The image region of each box is passed
through a ResNet50 [22] that has been trained for the task of face classification on the VGGFace2
dataset [5]. Audio embeddings are obtained with a VGGish model, trained for audio classification
on the YouTube-8m dataset [23]. Speech-to-Text features are extracted using the Google Cloud
speech API, to extract word tokens from the audio stream, which are then encoded via pretrained
word2vec embeddings [35]. Optical Character Recognition is done in two stages: (1) Each frame
is passed through the Pixel Link [10] text detection model to extract bounding boxes for text; (2)
The image region of each box is passed through a model [32] that has been trained for scene text
recognition on the Synth90K dataset[25]. The text is then encoded via a pretrained word2vec
embedding model [35].
Temporal Aggregation:We adopt a simple approach to aggregating the features described above.
For appearance, motion, scene and face embeddings, we average frame level features along the
temporal dimension to produce a single feature vector per video (we found max-pooling to perform
similarly). For speech, audio and OCR features, we adopt the NetVLAD mechanism proposed
by [3], which has proven effective in the retrieval setting [33]. As noted in Sec. 3.1, all aggregated
features are projected to a common size (512 dimensions).
Text: Each word is encoded using pretrained word2vec word embeddings [35] and then passed
through a pretrained OpenAI-GPT model [42] to extract contextual word embeddings. Finally, the
word embeddings in each sentence are aggregated using NetVLAD.
Dataset-specific details: Except where noted otherwise for ablation purposes, we use each of the
embeddings described above for theMSR-VTT, ActivityNet and DiDeMo datasets. ForMSVD, we
extract the subset of features which do not require an audio stream (since no audio is available with
the dataset). For LSMDC, we re-use the existing appearance, motion, face, text and audio features
made available by [34], and combine them with the scene and OCR features described above.
Training Details: The CE framework is implemented with PyTorch [41]. Optimisation is per-
formed with the Adam solver [27]. Where possible, we follow learning rate/batch size settings
in prior work. Thus, for MSR-VTT, we train with batch size 64 and learning rate 0.0004 and
for LSMDC we use a batch size of 512 and a learning rate of 0.0001 (both following [34]). In
both cases, a learning rate decay of 0.05 is applied per epoch. We adopt similar settings as for
MSR-VTT when training on DiDeMo and ActivityNet. For MSVD (a dataset with many fewer
videos), we use a smaller batch size of 16 and a learning rate of 0.002. The value of the ranking
loss margin hyperparameter m in Eq. 3 is fixed to 0.2 for all experiments.
EvaluationMetrics:We follow prior work (e.g. [12, 34, 36, 56, 57]) and report standard retrieval
metrics (where existing work enables comparison) including median rank (lower is better), mean
rank (lower is better) and R@K (recall at rank K—higher is better). When computing video-
to-sentence metrics for datasets with multiple independent sentences per video (MSR-VTT and
MSVD), we follow the evaluation protocol used in prior work [13, 14, 36] which corresponds to
reporting the minimum rank among all valid text descriptions for a given video query. For each
benchmark, we report the mean and standard deviation of three randomly seeded runs.
4.2 Comparison to Prior State-of-the-Art
We first compare the proposed method with the existing state-of-the-art on the MSR-VTT bench-
mark for the tasks of sentence-to-video and video-to-sentence retrieval Tab. 1. We observe that
Collaborative Experts (CE) consistently improves retrieval performance for both sentence and video
queries—for instance, improving R@1 by almost a factor of three on the full test set. In Tab. 2,
we compare with prior work on the ActivityNet paragraph-video retrieval benchmark (note that we
compare to methods which use the same level of annotation as our approach i.e. video-level annota-
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Text =⇒ Video Video =⇒ Text
Method Test-set R@1 R@5 R@10 MdR MnR R@1 R@5 R@10 MdR MnR
JSFusion [56] 1k-A 10.2 31.2 43.2 13 - - - - - -
CE 1k-A 39.4±0.6 75.2±0.6 85.1±0.4 2±0 7.5±0.2 40.5±0.7 74.8±0.4 85.7±0.9 2±0 7.4±0.2
MoEE [34] ‡ 1k-B 12.9 36.4 51.8 10 - - - - - -
MoEECOCO [34] ‡ 1k-B 18.6 44.2 59.0 7 - - - - - -
CE 1k-B 32.2±1.2 64.7±0.4 75.8±0.1 3±0 12.3±0.1 31.5±0.7 66.0±0.7 77.5±0.7 3±0 11.4±0.2
VSE [36] Full 5.0 16.4 24.6 47 215.1 7.7 20.3 31.2 28 185.8
VSE++ [36] Full 5.7 17.1 24.8 65 300.8 10.2 25.4 35.1 25 228.1
Mithun et al. [36] Full 7.0 20.9 29.7 38 213.8 12.5 32.1 42.4 16 134.0
W2VV [13] Full 6.1 18.7 27.5 45 - 11.8 28.9 39.1 21 -
Dual Encoding [14] Full 7.7 22.0 31.8 32 - 13.0 30.8 43.3 15 -
CE Full 22.5±0.1 52.1±0.2 65.5±0.1 5±0 22.5±0.1 34.4±0.4 64.6±0.3 77.0±0.4 3±0 13.2±0.6
Table 1: Retrieval with sentences and videos on the MSR-VTT dataset. R@k denotes recall@k
(higher is better), MdR and MnR denote median rank and mean rank resp. (lower is better).
Standard deviations are reported from three randomly seeded runs. 1k-A and 1k-B denote test
sets of 1000 randomly sampled text-video pairs used by [56] and [34] resp. ‡ Updated code-base
released by Miech et al. [34] which achieves stronger results.
tion). On all metrics, CE outperforms all prior work, in several cases by considerable large margins.
We next evaluate the performance of the CE framework on the LSMDC benchmark for sentence-to-
video retrieval (Tab. 3, left) and observe that CE matches or outperforms all prior work, including
the prior state-of-the-art method [34] which incorporates additional training images and captions
from the COCO benchmark during training. We observe similar trends in the results for the MSVD
retrieval benchmark (Tab. 3, right). Finally, in Tab. 4 we provide a comparison with previously re-
ported numbers on the DiDeMo benchmark and see that CE again strongly outperforms prior work.
Text =⇒ Video Video =⇒ Text
Method R@1 R@5 R@50 MdR MnR R@1 R@5 R@50 MdR MnR
LSTM-YT [51] ([57]) 0.0 4.0 24.0 102 - 0.0 7.0 38.0 98 -
NOCTXT [50] ([57]) 5.0 14.0 32.0 78 - 7.0 18.0 45.0 56 -
FSE [57] 18.2±0.2 44.8±0.4 89.1±0.3 7 - 16.7±0.8 43.1±1.1 88.4±0.3 7 -
DENSE [30] 14.0 32.0 65.0 34 - 18.0 36.0 74.0 32
HSE(4SEGS) [57] 20.5 49.3 - - - 18.7 48.1 - -
CE 27.3±0.7 61.1±1.0 94.4±0.1 4±0 15.4±0.9 27.9±0.6 61.6±0.4 95.0±0.2 3.3±0.6 14.5±0.8
Table 2: Comparison of paragraph-video retrieval methods trained with video-level information
on the ActivityNet-captions dataset (val1 test-split).
Text =⇒ Video
Method R@1 R@5 R@10 MdR
Yu et al. [55]† 3.6 14.7 23.9 50
CCA [29] (rep. by [34]) 7.5 21.7 31.0 33
JSFusion [56]‡ 9.1 21.2 34.1 36
MoEE [34] 11.6 28.0 37.6 22
MoEECOCO [34] 12.7 28.9 39.6 21
CE 12.6±0.831.0±0.640.3±0.5 19±0
Text =⇒ Video
Method R@1 R@5 R@10 MdR MnR
CCA ([53]) - - - - 245.3
JMDV [53] - - - - 236.3
VSE [28] ([36]) 12.3 30.1 42.3 14 57.7
VSE++ [16] ([36]) 15.4 39.6 53.0 9 43.8
Multi. Cues [36] 20.3 47.8 61.1 6 28.3
CE 20.9±0.549.7±0.463.8±0.4 5.7±0.6 19.5±0.9
Table 3: Text-to-Video retrieval results on the LSMDC dataset (left) and the MSVD dataset (right).
†,‡ denote the winners of the 2016 and 2017 LSMDC challenges, respectively.
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Text =⇒ Video Video =⇒ Text
Method R@1 R@5 R@50 MdR MnR R@1 R@5 R@50 MdR MnR
S2VT [50] ([57]) 11.9 33.6 76.5 13 - 13.2 33.6 76.5 15 -
FSE [57] 13.9±0.7 36±0.8 78.9±1.6 11 - 13.1±0.5 33.9±0.4 78.0±0.8 12 -
CE 22.6±0.5 51.1±1.0 87.3±0.3 5±0 27.4±1.1 22.5±1.3 52.3±0.8 89.2±0.8 5±0 23.2±1.1
Table 4: Comparison of paragraph-video retrieval methods trained with video-level information
on the DiDeMo dataset.
4.3 Ablation Studies
In this section, we provide ablation studies to empirically assess: (1) the effectiveness of the
proposed collaborative experts framework vs other aggregation strategies; (2) the importance of
using of a diverse range of experts with differing levels of specificity; (3) the relative value of using
experts in comparison to simply having additional annotated training data.
Aggregation method:We compare the use of collaborative experts with several other baselines
(with access to the same experts) for embedding aggregation including: (1) simple expert concatena-
tion; (2) expert concatenation to a single high-dimensional embedding, followed immediately by a
large Gated EmbeddingModule [34]; (3) the state of the art MoEE [34] method and (4) CE without
the use of the collaborative gating module described in Sec. 3.1. The results, presented in Tab. 6
(left), demonstrate the significant contribution of collaborative gating which improves R@1 perfor-
mance by more than 60% and leads to a model with fewer parameters than the prior state of the art.
Importance of different experts: The value of different experts is assessed in Tab. 9 (note that
since several experts are not present in all videos, we combine them with features produced by
a model pretrained on ImageNet [11] (an RGB “objects” expert) as a baseline to enable a more
meaningful comparison). While all experts boost performance, there is considerable variance in
their effect. The scene expert brings minimal gains in combination with ImageNet features, which
suggests it provides limited additional information to this pairing, and therefore, the set of experts as
a whole. In this particular case, it is likely because while ImageNet primarily contains object classes,
it also contains a small number of scenes such as “seashore” and “valley”. Other experts, such as
face features may be often missing from videos (see Fig.1, right), but the results demonstrate that
they can nevertheless be highly discriminative and provide a useful complementary signal. We
additionally perform a second study in which we incrementally add experts to the CE framework,
according to the performance they obtained in the previous experiment. The results demonstrate not
only that the different experts contain useful information as a group, but also that the collaborative
experts framework is able to make good use of this information to learn a powerful joint embedding.
Text =⇒ Video
Experts R@1 R@5 R@10 MdR MnR
RGB 4.3±0.0 14.8±0.1 23.1±0.0 46.3±0.6 182.0±1.3
RGB+Scene 5.0±0.0 16.6±0.1 25.4±0.3 40.0±1.0 164.4±1.4
RGB+Motion 5.6±0.1 18.4±0.1 28.1±0.1 33.0±0.0 144.2±0.8
RGB+Audio 7.1±0.1 22.1±0.2 32.5±0.1 25.0±0.0 106.4±0.0
RGB+OCR 7.1±0.1 22.6±0.1 33.4±0.1 24.3±0.6 103.3±1.8
RGB+Speech 7.2±0.1 22.6±0.2 33.4±0.3 24.7±0.6 101.9±2.3
RGB+Face 7.5±0.2 23.1±0.2 34.0±0.1 24.0±0.0 101.0±0.6
Text =⇒ Video
Experts R@1 R@5 R@10 MdR MnR
RGB 4.3±0.0 14.8±0.1 23.1±0.0 46.3±0.6 182.0±1.3
Previous+Scene 5.0±0.0 16.6±0.1 25.4±0.3 40.0±1.0 164.4±1.4
Previous+Motion 5.8±0.1 18.6±0.1 28.2±0.1 33.0±0.0 142.9±0.5
Previous+Audio 7.8±0.2 23.8±0.0 38.8±0.1 22.0±0.0 96.0±0.2
Previous+OCR 12.0±0.1 33.4±0.3 46.2±0.1 13.0±0.0 56.9±0.4
Previous+Speech 16.0±0.0 41.4±0.3 55.1±0.3 8.0±0.0 37.7±0.7
Previous+Face 22.5±0.1 52.1±0.2 65.5±0.1 5.0±0.0 22.5±0.1
Table 5: The importance of different experts (Left): The value of different experts in combination
with a baseline set of for text-video retrieval and (right) their cumulative effect on MSR-VTT.
Number of Captions in training: An emerging idea in our community is that many machine
perception tasks might be solved through the combination of simple models and large-scale training
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Aggreg. R@1 R@5 R@10 MdR Params
Concat 0.5±0.1 2.4±0.2 4.5±0.3 253.3±5.7 318.2 K
Concat + G 6.8±0.1 20.4±0.1 30.1±0.3 32.0±0.0 295.8 M
MoEE [34] 13.6±0.0 36.2±0.0 49.5±0.1 11.0±0.0 143.4 M
CE w/o CG 13.5±0.1 36.0±0.2 49.0±0.2 11.0±0.0 105.9 M
CE 22.5±0.1 52.1±0.2 65.5±0.1 5.0±0.0 107.7 M
Expert Num. Captions R@1 R@5 R@10 MdR
RGB 1 2.4±0.1 9.0±0.1 14.9±0.1 92.7±2.5
RGB 20 4.3±0.0 14.8±0.1 23.1±0.0 46.3±0.6
All 1 11.9±0.4 33.9±0.6 47.0±0.3 12.0±0.0
All 20 22.5±0.1 52.1±0.2 65.5±0.1 5.0±0.0
Table 6: (Left): Aggregation methods for text-video retrieval on MSR-VTT; (Right): The relative
value of training with additional captions vs the value of experts.
sets, reminiscent of the “big-data” hypothesis [20]. In this section, we perform an ablation study
to assess the relative importance of access to pretrained experts and additional video description
annotations. To do so, we measure the performance of the CE model as we vary (1) the number
of descriptions available per-video during training and (2) the number of experts it has access
to. The results are shown in Tab. 6. We observe that increasing the number of training captions
per-video from 1 to 20 brings an improvement in performance, but considerably less so than adding
in our full collection of experts, suggesting that indeed, adding experts can help to compensate for
a paucity of labelled data. When multiple captions are multiple experts are both available, they
naturally lead to the most robust embedding. Some qualitative examples of videos retrieved by
the multiple-expert, multiple-caption are provided in Fig. 3.
Similarity: 0.60 
Similarity: 0.41 
Query: Blonde haired man in white shirt poses next to white wall and runs 
his fingers through his hair (GT rank: 1)
Query: Blonde haired man in white shirt poses next to white wall and runs 
his fingers through his hair (without CE) - (GT rank: 6)
Similarity: 0.37 Similarity: 0.35 Similarity: 0.35 Similarity: 0.35 Similarity: 0.28 
Query: Man is giving speech (GT rank: 6) Query: Couple of soccer teams playing soccer (GT rank: 2)
Similarity: 0.53 Similarity: 0.45 Similarity: 0.44 Similarity: 0.63 Similarity: 0.53 
Figure 3: Qualitative Results on MSR-VTT: For each query, we show frames from the top
three ranked videos (where present, the ground truth video is indicated by a green box around
the similarity score). Top row: (left) Even for imperfect rankings, the model retrieves reasonable
videos; Failure case (right) the embeddings can occasionally fail to differentiate between subtle
signals (in this case American football vs soccer). Bottom row: (left) the videos retrieved by
the proposed model (which correctly assigns the highest similarity to the correct video); (right)
removing the proposed CE component produces a nosier ranking.
5 Conclusion
In this work, we introduced collaborative experts, a framework for learning a joint video-text
embedding for efficient retrieval. We have shown that using a range of pretrained features and
combining them through an appropriate gating mechanism can significantly boost retrieval per-
formance on a range of benchmarks. In future work, we plan to explore the use of collaborative
experts for other video understanding tasks such as clustering and summarisation.
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A Supplementary Material
A.1 Detailed Description of Datasets
MSR-VTT [52]: This large-scale dataset comprises approximately 200K unique video-caption
pairs (10K YouTube video clips, each accompanied by 20 different captions). The dataset is
particularly useful because it contains a good degree of video diversity, but we noted a reason-
ably high degree of label noise (there are a number of duplicate annotations in the provided
captions). The dataset allocates 6513, 497 and 2990 videos for training, validation and test-
ing, respectively. To enable a comparison with as many methods as possible, we also report
results across other train/test splits used in prior work [34, 56]. In particular, when comparing
with [34] (on splits which do not provide a validation set), we follow their evaluation proto-
col, measuring performance after training has occurred for a fixed number of epochs (100 in
total).
MSVD [8]: The MSVD dataset contains 80K English descriptions for 1,970 videos sourced from
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YouTube with a large number of captions per video (around 40 sentences each). We use the standard
split of 1,200, 100, and 670 videos for training, validation, and testing [51, 53]1. Differently from
the other datasets, the MSVD videos do not have audio streams.
LSMDC [44]: This dataset contains 118,081 short video clips extracted from 202 movies. Each
video has a caption, either extracted from the movie script or from transcribed DVS (descriptive
video services) for the visually impaired. Evaluation is performed on a test set consisting of 1000
videos frommovies disjoint from the training set, as outlined by the Large Scale Movie Description
Challenge (LSMDC). 2
ActivityNet-captions [30]: ActivityNet Captions consists of 20K videos from YouTube, coupled
with approximately 100K descriptive sentences. We follow the paragraph-video retrieval protocols
described in [57], training up to 15 epochs and reporting performance on val1 (this train/test
split allocates 10,009 videos for training and 4,917 videos for testing).
DiDeMo [1]:DiDeMo contains 10,464 unedited, personal videos in diverse visual settings with
roughly 3-5 pairs of descriptions and distinct moments per video. The videos are collected in an
open-world setting and include diverse content such as pets, concerts, and sports games. The total
number of sentences is 40,543. While the moments are localised with time-stamp annotations, we
do not use time stamps in this work.
A.2 Ablation Studies - Full Tables
Text =⇒ Video Video =⇒ Text
Experts R@1 R@5 R@10 MdR MnR R@1 R@5 R@10 MdR MnR
RGB 4.3±0.0 14.8±0.1 23.1±0.0 46.3±0.6 182.0±1.3 6.3±0.5 19.5±0.3 29.3±0.1 32.2±0.3 213.7±5.5
RGB+Scene 5.0±0.0 16.6±0.1 25.4±0.3 40.0±1.0 164.4±1.4 7.4±0.4 23.1±0.5 33.6±0.4 25.0±1.0 166.4±2.0
RGB+Motion 5.6±0.1 18.4±0.1 28.1±0.1 33.0±0.0 144.2±0.8 9.1±0.2 27.2±0.3 38.6±0.9 19.0±0.0 121.2±4.7
RGB+Audio 7.1±0.1 22.1±0.2 32.5±0.1 25.0±0.0 106.4±0.0 11.7±0.2 31.4±0.1 43.5±0.7 14.7±0.6 79.3±1.9
RGB+OCR 7.1±0.1 22.6±0.1 33.4±0.1 24.3±0.6 103.3±1.8 10.4±0.3 29.9±0.8 42.3±0.9 16.0±1.0 103.2±7.7
RGB+Speech 7.2±0.1 22.6±0.2 33.4±0.3 24.7±0.6 101.9±2.3 11.1±0.2 30.3±0.4 42.5±0.5 16.0±0.0 104.8±4.8
RGB+Face 7.5±0.2 23.1±0.2 34.0±0.1 24.0±0.0 101.0±0.6 11.5±0.3 30.6±0.4 41.7±0.7 15.7±0.6 99.9±1.4
Table 7: Ablation study of importance of each expert when combined with RGB features.
Text =⇒ Video Video =⇒ Text
Experts R@1 R@5 R@10 MdR MnR R@1 R@5 R@10 MdR MnR
RGB 4.3±0.0 14.8±0.1 23.1±0.0 46.3±0.6 182.0±1.3 6.3±0.5 19.5±0.3 29.3±0.1 32.2±0.3 213.7±5.5
Previous+Scene 5.0±0.0 16.6±0.1 25.4±0.3 40.0±1.0 164.4±1.4 7.4±0.4 23.1±0.5 33.6±0.4 25.0±1.0 166.4±2.0
Previous+Motion 5.8±0.1 18.6±0.1 28.2±0.1 33.0±0.0 142.9±0.5 9.1±0.2 27.0±0.3 39.2±0.2 18.7±0.6 118.4±3.1
Previous+Audio 7.8±0.2 23.8±0.0 38.8±0.1 22.0±0.0 96.0±0.2 12.9±0.3 35.1±0.4 48.4±0.9 11.7±0.6 60.1±1.4
Previous+OCR 12.0±0.1 33.4±0.3 46.2±0.1 13.0±0.0 56.9±0.4 17.9±0.2 44.8±0.9 58.5±0.4 7.0±0.0 39.1±3.8
Previous+Speech 16.0±0.0 41.4±0.3 55.1±0.3 8.0±0.0 37.7±0.7 23.0±0.4 52.8±1.0 66.9±1.1 5.0±0.0 23.0±2.0
Previous+Face 22.5±0.1 52.1±0.2 65.5±0.1 5.0±0.0 22.5±0.1 34.4±0.4 64.6±0.3 77.0±0.4 3.0±0.0 13.2±0.6
Table 8: Ablation study of the importance experts on the MSR-VTT dataset.
1Note: referred to by [36] as the JMET-JMDV split
2https://sites.google.com/site/describingmovies/lsmdc-2017
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Text =⇒ Video Video =⇒ Text
Expert Num. Caps R@1 R@5 R@10 MdR MnR R@1 R@5 R@10 MdR MnR
RGB 1 2.4±0.1 9.0±0.1 14.9±0.1 92.7±2.5 314.1±8.2 4.2±0.3 14.0±0.2 21.6±0.6 56.3±1.0 308.0±3.4
RGB 20 4.3±0.0 14.8±0.1 23.1±0.0 46.3±0.6 182.0±1.3 6.3±0.5 19.5±0.3 29.3±0.1 32.2±0.3 213.7±5.5
All 1 11.9±0.4 33.9±0.6 47.0±0.3 12.0±0.0 47.5±2.4 17.8±1.7 44.6±2.4 58.8±2.3 7.3±1.2 31.1±4.5
All 20 22.5±0.1 52.1±0.2 65.5±0.1 5.0±0.0 22.5±0.1 34.4±0.4 64.6±0.3 77.0±0.4 3.0±0.0 13.2±0.6
Table 9: Ablation study of the number of captions in training on MSRVTT
A.3 Implementation Details
Appearance frame-level embeddings of the visual data are generated with a SENet-154 model
[24] (pretrained on ImageNet for the task of image classification) from frames extracted at 5fps,
where each frame is resized to 224 × 224 pixels. Features are collected from the final global
average pooling layer, and have a dimensionality of 2048.
Motion embeddings are generated using the I3D inception model following the procedure de-
scribed by [6]. Frames extracted at 25fps and processed with a window length of 64 frames and
a stride of 25 frames. Each frame is first resized to a height of 256 pixels (preserving aspect
ratio), before a 224× 224 centre crop is passed to the model. Each temporal window produces
a (1024x7)-matrix of features.
Face embeddings are extracted in two stages: (1) Each frame (also extracted at 25 fps) is resized
to 300× 300 pixels and passed through an SSD face detector [4, 31] to extract bounding boxes;
(2) The image region of each box is resized such that the minimum dimension is 224 pixels and
a centre crop is passed through a ResNet50 [22] that has been trained for task of face classifica-
tion on the VGGFace2 dataset [5], producing a 512-dimensional embedding for each detected
face.
Audio embeddings are obtained with a VGGish model, trained for audio classification on the
YouTube-8m dataset [23]. To produce the input for this model, the audio stream of each video
is re-sampled to a 16kHz mono signal, converted to an STFT with a window size of 25ms
and a hop of 10ms with a Hann window, then mapped to a 64 bin log mel-spectrogram. Fi-
nally, the features are parsed into non-overlapping 0.96s collections of frames (each collection
comprises 96 frames, each of 10ms duration), which is mapped to a 128-dimensional feature
vector.
Scene embeddings of 2208 dimensions are extracted from 224×224 pixel centre crops of frames
extracted at 1fps using a DenseNet-161 [? ] model pretrained on Places365 [? ]. Speech to Text
The audio stream of each video is re-sampled to a 16kHz mono signal. We then obtained transcripts
of the spoken speech for MSRVTT, MSVD and ActivityNet using the the Google Cloud Speech
to Text API 3 from the resampled signal. The language for the API is specified as English. For
reference, of the 10,000 videos contained in MSRVTT, 8,811 are accompanied by audio streams.
Of these, we detected speech in 5,626 videos.
Optical Character Recognition are extracted in two stages: (1) Each frame is resized to 800×400
pixels) and passed through Pixel Link [10] text detection model to extract bounding boxes for texts;
(2) The image region of each box is resized to 32×256 and then pass through a model [32, 46]
that has been trained for text of scene text recognition on the Synth90K dataset[25], producing
a character sequence for each detect box. They are then encoded via a pretrained word2vec
embedding model [35].
TextWe encode each word using the Google News4 trained word2vec word embeddings [35].
3https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text/
4 GoogleNews-vectors-negative300.bin.gz found at: https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
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All the word embeddings are then pass through a pretrained OpenAI-GPT model to extract the
context-specific word embeddings (i.e., not only learned based on word concurrency but also
the sequential context). Finally, all the word embeddings in each sentence are aggregated using
NetVLAD.
